Michael Moore’s website lists www.911Truth.org in his “must read” section. Why is it a must read?

Michael Moore courageously exposing the White House allowing Bin Laden family members to exit after 9/11, when Americans were not allowed to fly, is only the tip of the iceberg of 9/11 questions:

• Why did Bush go into a classroom after the first plane hit, and why did he sit reading about pet goats even after the second plane had hit the World Trade Center?
• Why no interceptor jets during 1.5 hours of hijackings on 9/11?
• Who made insider stock trades against United and American Airlines the week before 9/11? Why did the head of a CIA connected investment firm quit on 9/12/01 where heavy bets were made against UA and American Airlines, and why has no one claimed $2.5 million of their winnings at that bank?
• Why did the CIA station chief meet with Bin Laden weeks before 9/11, and not arrest him, then fly back to Washington for top level meetings?
• Why did the head of Pakistani Intelligence (who was meeting with Bush officials on 9/11) wire $100,000 to lead hijacker Mohammed Atta in weeks just before the 9/11 attacks?
• Why did Building #7 of the WTC collapse when it had not been hit by an aircraft? No skyscraper has ever collapsed only because of fire.

Get involved today at www.911Truth.org, and find 9/11 truth actions in your city at www.911Visibility.org. SPREAD THE WORD!! 9/11 has been used to justify two wars, and roll back our civil liberties. IT IS TIME FOR SOME TRUTH!! Join with the National 911 Truth Movement. DEMAND truth and accountability!

www.911Truth.org *and* www.911Visibility.org